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Cardiff Growth

Projected Population Growth within selected UK cities 2018-38

- Cardiff 20%
- Birmingham 13%
- Manchester 13%
- Liverpool 9%
- Leeds 9%
- Sheffield 9%
- Newcastle upon Tyne 6%
- Edinburgh 11%
- Glasgow 5%
- London 14%
- Bristol 16%

Projected Population of Cardiff by Age, 2016 v 2036

- Increase in older population
- Increase in working population
- Increase in school population

Source: Welsh Government
Budget

Over the past 10 years;

• **A quarter of a billion pounds** in cumulative savings

• Reduced the number of non-school staff by **22%**

A further **£81 million** in savings are required over the next **3 years**
Digital by Default

- 70% of parking permits applied online
- 75.7% of recycling bags and waste caddies requested online
- 90% of school applications are made online (an increase of 20% on previous year)
Developing a SMART City strategy which show our commitments to:

- Creating better digital services
- Improving digital infrastructure
- Sparking innovation in the area
- Addressing digital inclusion
- Removing data silos
SMART City Projects

- 14,000 connected street lights on our road network
- 3,300 parking sensors across our city
- 300 connected CCTV cameras
Collaborative Approach

Cardiff recognises that its Universities are important.

- Highly skilled graduates
- World leading research
- Technological innovation

A collaborative approach will be vital in Cardiff becoming a truly smart city